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Your New Golden Age
Part I
You are being called home to the heart of the Self that has been waiting
for thousands upon thousands of years for you to embody your Presence
while you are still living on the Earth. The full embodiment of your
Presence will fill you with so much love that your heart will constantly be
expanding in bliss, and your body will be filled with so much light that
you will feel totally and completely unconfined by any past patterning. It
might feel as though you are walking on air and that you are connected
into every living particle of life and all the spaces in between those
particles. This is how it was in Lemuria and though your body will have
more solidarity than it did then, the experience will be quite similar and
you will surely know that you are one with all of life.
~ Saint Germain, Lady Portia and Lady Nada

This is only part of the glorious potential that is now opening up before the
heart of every soul. In your present levels of unfolding, you may find that
you are no longer able to support many of the old patterns that have
become so common and prevalent in your world that they almost go
unnoticed. We are referring here to all of the injustices, dishonesty, lack of
integrity, and the many dramas that are still keeping humanity bound to the
old paradigms that were founded in fear, lack, separation and duality. Yet
know there is always an opposite on the other side of the same coin: for
injustice holds the potential for justice, dishonesty holds the possibility for
honesty, and everything can simply be seen as energy waiting to be
transformed and lifted into its opposite.
We have witnessed all that you have gone through to get to where you are
now, yet this is the time to let all of that go so you can keep your full
attention on the magnificent opportunities that lie before you in each
unfolding moment of your life. You are being invited to exercise your
mastery by moving the whole of your consciousness into creating and
living in the world you know is possible ~ a world that is filled with love
and that delights in supporting your highest potential and your ongoing
capacity to walk as your Presence on the Earth, a world that assists you in
penetrating the ancient levels of your knowing so you can remember what
it was like to live in paradise and how to create that vibrational resonance
now within yourself and on your Earth because that is the foundational
frequency of your new Golden Age.
As you continue to create the world you want to live in, it is important to
keep your attention focused on the highest potential for your life. All that
has gone before may occasionally arise as a teaching to simply show you
the areas that need to be recreated into their higher potential. Even your
DNA is reorganizing its patterns so it can balance out any contradictions in
your present and your past and although you may occasionally feel like

hiding under the blankets until this Shift in the Ages is complete, you know
in your heart that you have agreed to stay centered in your mastery during
these pivotal times. On the level of your Presence, you already agreed to
participate in this grand unfolding of your new Earth and you already chose
to be here specifically for these times.
It is now becoming increasingly more obvious that 2012 is still acting as a
glorious turning point that is allowing you to redefine your priorities and
the very ground on which you stand, both figuratively and literally. As your
mind chooses to stop seeking that proverbial carrot that has been dangling
out there someplace in the future, you are being called fully into the present
~ a present that involves breaking the habit of distracting yourself from the
truth of your gloriously unique existence in a time that may never come
again.
Changes are inevitable as you and the Earth continue shifting into your new
dimensional home ~ a home that is waiting to embrace and support you
living in Unity Consciousness. The question of who you are has now been
answered by thousands of you around the world and the question that can
now be asked of your Presence is: Why am I here? And is there something I
can do to assist in creating and supporting the new Golden Age of Freedom
on Earth?
***
To learn more about the Golden Age Courses and Golden Age Teachers
Trainings created by the Masters, go to:
www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click on the menu:
*Consciously Create 2012 & Beyond in Unlimitedness & Joy Part 1
& II (now available online)
* Co-Creating a New Golden Age Course (now an online course)
* Golden Age Man and Woman Course (now an online course)
* Golden Age Man and Woman Teachers Certification Training
(soon online)

* Golden Age Children Course for Parents & Teachers (now an
online course)
* Golden Age Children Teachers Certification Training
(now
available online)
* Walk the Earth as a Living Master is available as an online course.
To learn how you can work personally with the Masters to achieve
your
own
mastery,
go
to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click on Mastery I
from the menu.
The Courses at www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com have been
designed by the Ascended Masters to assist you in embodying the
Presence and living in freedom and abundance.
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master are offered by
the Ascended Masters Mystery School, created by the Ascended Masters
to assist humanity in living their mastery. The receivers of the Masters’
transmissions, facilitators of the Courses and coordinators of the school
are Kamala Everett and Sharon Rose. Kamala is the author of “Heart
Initiation: Preparing for Conscious Ascension” and has been receiving
transmissions from the Masters for over 35 years. Sharon has been in
communication with the Masters for over 30 years, past Director of The
School for Self-Mastery and Center for Esoteric Studies and has written
more than a dozen spiritual books.
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